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Since 1 March 2015, all new open-ended 
contracts in Italy have offered graded 
security – that is, severance payments in 

case of dismissals, which are gradually and 
steadily increasing with tenure without any major 
discontinuity. These new contracts also reduce the 
range of compensations that judges may impose 
on employers in the context of judicial procedures 
on the fairness of the layoff, thereby reducing the 
uncertainty associated with the actual costs of 
dismissals. This particular design of employment 
protection for open-ended contracts largely draws 
on proposals developed by labour economists in 
Italy (Boeri and Garibaldi 2003 and 2006), France 
(Cahuc and Carcillo 2006, Blanchard and Tirole 
2008), and Spain (Bentolila et al. 2012) in order to 
reduce contractual dualism, improve incentives for 
human capital investment at the workplace, and 
REDUCE�INEFlCIENT�LAYOFFS��

The Italian experience with the new open-ended 
contract can be very relevant in improving the 
quality of jobs created in the aftermath of the 
Great Recession. New jobs in Europe are mostly 
temporary jobs. According to data from the EU-
3),#�� THE� SHARE� OF� lXEDTERM� CONTRACTS� IN� NEW�
hirings has increased, on average, by 15 base points 
in the EU from 2006 to 2012, and it has been as 
high as 90% in countries with strict employment 
protection of permanent (open-ended) contracts. 
There is a lot of churning in these jobs, and job-
to-job shifts from one temporary contract to 
another are intermediated by frequent spells of 
unemployment. Moreover, these jobs usually 
pay lower wages, and are subject to a lower 
incidence of on-the-job training than the average 
JOB� �/%#$�����B	�� )N�OTHER�WORDS�� lRMS�DO�NOT�
invest in most of the new jobs that have been 
CREATED��)N�ADDITION��THE�mIGHT�AWAY�FROM�TENURED�
jobs is visible also in sectors and occupations 
REQUIRING� SIGNIlCANT� ONTHEJOB� TRAINING� �SUCH�
as, for example, professional services and other 
occupations for which there is more growth 
potential in advanced economies) and where the 
initial human capital investment of the worker 

can be poorly monitored. Thus, understanding the 
spread of temporary employment and the reasons 
of the under-investment in training on-the-job 
is very important to improve the quality of job 
creation in the years to come.  

)N�THIS�0OLICY�)NSIGHT��WE�AT�lRST�DISCUSS�THE�RATIONALE�
for this design of employment protection for open-
ended contracts. Next, we provide some evidence 
on dis-employment during the Great Recession in 
COUNTRIES� CHARACTERISED� BY� SIGNIlCANT� CONTRACTUAL�
dualism. Finally, we describe in some detail the 
new contract, and produce some preliminary 
evidence on its impact on the share of hiring in 
open-ended contracts.

A theory of graded security
Several countries allow for mandated severance 
pay to be increasing with tenure.  Figure 1 displays 
THE� SEVERANCE� TENURE� PROlLES� IN� /%#$� COUNTRIES�
drawing on institutional information gathered by 
the ILO (EPLex project) and the OECD. 

In 25 out of 30 countries, there is evidence of 
severance increasing with tenure. If we add the 
notice period (de facto an extension of the contract 
AFTER�THE�NOTIlCATION�OF�THE�DISMISSAL�GIVING�TO�THE�
WORKER�TIME�TO�lND�ALTERNATIVE�EMPLOYMENT	��ONLY�
two countries pay the same compensation at all 
tenure levels, notably Austria and Japan. 
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Figure 1.
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4HIS� TENURE� PROlLE� OF� SEVERANCE� IS� RELEVANT� IN�
affecting labour market outcomes. An indication 
of this comes by comparing the severance-tenure 
PROlLE� WITH� THE� WAGETENURE� PROlLE� IN� DIFFERENT�
COUNTRIES��7E�lND�THAT�THE�TENURERELATED�PROlLE�OF�
severance is only mildly correlated with the wage-
TENURE�PROlLE�ACROSS�COUNTRIES��POINTING�TO�RIGIDITIES�
IN� THE� WAGE� TENURE� PROlLE� AND� POTENTIALLY� OTHER�
factors that prevent severance to be fully 
internalised in the wage contract. According to 
,AZEAR� �����	�� UNDER� mEXIBLE� WAGES� �AND� RISK�
neutral agents), severance pay can be undone by a 
bonding arrangement making wages to be 
increasing with tenure. In other words, severance 
is neutralised by internalising it in a wage contract 
increasing with tenure. Employers initially pay a 
lower wage, forcing their employees to buy from 
them a sort of bond or insurance that will give 
them the right to receive a deferred compensation, 
the severance payment, at the time of separation. 
As mentioned above, there is no evidence that this 
neutrality result is at play in OECD countries. 

We are not aware of any theory rationalising these 
ARRANGEMENTS� ON� THE� BASIS� OF� PURELY� EFlCIENCY�
considerations. Personnel economics offers 
EXPLANATIONS�FOR�WHY�lRMS�OFFER�TENURED�JOBS��THAT�
is, positions that cannot be severed under any set of 
circumstances. Tenured jobs can be rationalised as 
the result of learning about match quality or hiring 
incentives in organisations where incumbents have 
control over hirings, e.g., in academic institutions. 
Tenure prevents the strategic choice of incumbents 

of hiring only low-quality workers in order to 
reduce competition with outsiders (Carmichael 
1988). These theories explain why employers may 
want to commit not to layoff some workers, but do 
NOT�EXPLAIN�WHY�A�MANDATED�PROlLE�OF�SEVERANCE�
increasing with tenure is chosen for potentially all 
PRIVATE�lRMS�� IRRESPECTIVE�OF�WHETHER� INCUMBENTS�
in these organisations play any role in hiring 
decisions or there is substantial heterogeneity 
in the quality of applicants. Moreover, these 
models do not address problems of commitment; 
PRIVATE� lRMS� GENERALLY� CANNOT� CREDIBLY� COMMIT�
not to layoff some workers, irrespective of their 
performance.

Another (theoretically) neglected feature of EPL 
relates to the discretion of judges in deciding 
upon the fairness and the nature (economic 
versus disciplinary) of the dismissal. This decision 
deeply affects the costs of individual dismissals. 
Compensation is generally not offered to workers 
BEING�lRED�FOR�DISCIPLINARY�REASONS�UNLESS�A�COURT�
ruling declares that the dismissal is unfair. When 
the individual layoff is instead motivated by the 
ECONOMIC�CONDITIONS�OF�THE�lRM��THAT�IS��IT�OCCURS�
independently of the behaviour of the worker, 
compensation is typically offered also for fair 
dismissals, that is, cases where there is no evidence 
of opportunistic behaviour of the employer. In the 
case of unfair dismissals, however, compensation 
is higher than the severance for fair economic 
dismissals. There are also countries in which 
compensation is provided only for unfair dismissals 
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and fair economic dismissals do not involve 
mandated severance to the workers. Due to these 
wide differences in the levels of compensation 
related to the nature of dismissals, there are strong 
incentives for the employee or the employer to bring 
the case before a court. Involvement of judges in 
the determination of the level of severance cannot 
be avoided by state contingent contracts, and since 
workers' effort and employers' investments in the 
duration of the job are not perfectly observable, the 
decisions of the judges will tend to be imperfect. 
Shirkers may receive the compensation offered 
for unfair disciplinary or economic dismissals, 
while opportunistic employers claiming that the 
dismissal is either disciplinary or due to objective 
economic circumstances may get away without 
paying the higher severance required for unfair 
dismissals or not paying severance at all. The 
judicial discretion clearly affects also private 
settlements out of court, as such settlements will 
be based on the expected costs had the case gone 
to court. These relevant interactions between EPL 
AND� THE� EFlCIENCY� OF� JUDICIAL� SYSTEMS� HAVE� BEEN�
neglected to date by the theoretical literature on 
EPL although there is evidence (Fraisse et al. 2009) 
that the organisational structure of judicial systems 
DOES�AFFECT�SIGNIlCANTLY�LABOUR�MARKET�OUTCOMES�

Both the above features are very important 
in understanding the spread of temporary 
employment and possibly in identifying ways to 
counteract the most undesirable consequences of 
‘contractual dualism’, that is the coexistence of 
two employment protection regimes within the 
same labour market, as a result of two tier reforms 
that between the late 1980s and the early 2000s 
expanded the scope of temporary employment 
in a number of countries (including Spain, Italy, 
Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and 
Portugal) while leaving employment protection 
for open-ended contracts substantially unaffected. 
The political economics of these reforms has been 
extensively analysed by Saint-Paul (1997, 2002) 
who showed that they offer a viable mechanism 
to win the political opposition of insider workers. 
The properties of these two-tier regimes, notably 
their effects on job creation, on-the-job training, 
and productivity, have been much less investigated 
(Boeri 2010) although they are potentially very 
important in understanding the quality of job 
creation in ‘sclerotic’ European labour markets. 
Potential perverse outcomes of contractual 
dualism were pointed out, inter alia, by Dolado 
et al. (2002), Blanchard and Landier (2002), 
and by Cahuc and Postel-Vinay (2002). These 
PERVERSE� EFFECTS� OF� LABOUR�MARKET� mEXIBILITY� WERE�
MAINLY� IDENTIlED� IN� INSIDERS� POWER�� CONGESTION�
IN� JOB� SEARCH��AND�POTENTIAL�lSCAL�EXTERNALITIES�OF�
repeated unemployment spells. Although there 
is evidence that temporary contracts involve less 
training on-the-job, we are still lacking a proper 
theoretical framework accounting for the effects 

of these reforms on productivity via on-the-job 
training, with the partial exception of Dolado et 
al. (2013), who do not model, however, the initial 
choice of employers as to the nature (open-ended 
VERSUS�lXEDTERM	�OF�THE�CONTRACT�

Why do regulations in so many countries allow 
FOR� SEVERANCE� GRADED� WITH� TENURE�� )S� THIS� PROlLE�
EFlCIENT� FROM� THE� STANDPOINT� OF� THE� INDIVIDUAL�
WORKER�AND�lRM�INVOLVED��

We have addressed these issues in a recent paper 
(Boeri et al. 2014). In it, we show that graded 
SECURITY� IS� EFlCIENT� IN�DEALING�WITH�MORAL�HAZARD�
and adverse selection and that optimal severance 
IS� DEPENDENT� ON� THE� DESIGN� AND� EFlCIENCY� OF�
the judicial system. Severance is needed to deter 
opportunistic behaviour of workers. It has to be 
mandated by governments as adverse selection 
prevents individual employers from committing 
NOT� TO� lRE� WORKERS� INVESTING� IN� THE� PRODUCTIVITY�
of the job. Incentive reasons, notably deterrence 
of shirking (Shapiro and Stiglitz 1984) also explain 
why severance for economic dismissals is higher 
than for disciplinary dismissals. At the same time, 
this difference, especially when at least part of 
the burden of proof falls on the worker, induces 
employers to play strategically. Severance in case of 
unfair dismissals should be set at even higher levels 
TO�DETER�lRMS�FROM�TAKING�THE�DISCIPLINARY�DISMISSAL�
route even in case of dismissals that are actually 
motivated on purely exogenous productivity 
reasons. These differences in severance pay 
levels by nature of individual dismissals, and the 
associated informational asymmetries enhance the 
discretion of judges, hence the unpredictability of 
the costs of dismissals stressed by many employers 
(see the quotes at the beginning of this article). 
Thus, there is a non-zero probability that a shirker 
obtains the severance pay provided in case of 
economic dismissals or that an employer pays the 
(low if any) severance due in case of disciplinary 
dismissals even when the worker has invested in 
the productivity of the job. We endogenise these 
probabilities depending on whether the burden 
of proof concerning the nature (economic versus 
disciplinary) of the dismissal falls on the worker 
or on the employer. We also show under which 
conditions severance should be increasing with 
tenure. In partial equilibrium, this depends on 
THE� AGE� PROlLE� OF� THE� COSTS� OF� TRAINING� FOR� THE�
individual worker and on whether or not judges 
are more protective of older workers. In general 
equilibrium, an optimal graded security contract 
IS� ALSO� OBTAINED� AS� A� RESULT� OF� lSCAL� EXTERNALITIES�
associated to layoffs in presence of tenure-related 
UNEMPLOYMENT�BENElT�SYSTEMS�AND�OR�JOB�lNDING�
rates declining with age. 

As we dig into the legal system, we can establish 
A� LINK� BETWEEN� THE� EFlCIENCY� OF� THE� JUDICIAL�
procedures in detecting opportunistic behaviour 
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of employers or employees, and the optimal levels 
of severance pay for disciplinary, economic, and 
unfair dismissals. In particular, our model delivers 
a very simple expression for optimal severance, 
which is dependent on rules concerning the 
burden of proof, notably whether this burden is on 
the employer or the worker. The model also shows 
under which conditions – in terms of productivity, 
monitoring technologies, jurisprudence, and 
DESIGN� OF� UNEMPLOYMENT� BENElT� SYSTEMS� n� A�
severance pay increasing with tenure improves 
PRODUCTIVITY�� REDUCES� INEFlCIENT� lRING� AND�
INDUCES� AN� EFlCIENT� ALLOCATION� OF� LABOUR�� &INALLY��
problems in monitoring rationalise why small 
lRMS� ARE� TYPICALLY� EXEMPTED� FROM� THE� STRICTEST�
EPL regulations, as it is easier for employers in 
SMALL� lRMS� TO� PROVE� OPPORTUNISTIC� BEHAVIOUR� OF�
workers before courts as they can better monitor 
and document the effort made by their workers in 
increasing the productivity of a job.

4HE� ABOVE� lNDINGS� ARE� IMPORTANT� IN� ASSESSING�
employers’ incentives to hire under contracts that 
are severed and (dual) contracts that are not severed 
at termination. This choice involves a trade-off 
between low productivity-low wage and high wage- 
high productivity job creation. The mechanism 
operates as follows. Consider an employer who 
has to choose between two alternative contractual 
regimes for new hires:

s� Offering open-ended contracts involving high 
and uncertain costs of dismissals;

s� Offering temporary jobs that are not severed at 
termination. 

If the employer offers a temporary contract, it 
is hard for her to induce the worker to make an 
investment with uncertain returns, when effort 
can be imperfectly monitored. If she offers a 
higher wage to reward an investment in training, 
she creates a gap between the worker wage and 
the outside option. It will typically be very hard 
FOR�HER�TO�COMMIT�NOT�TO�lRE�WORKERS�WHO�INVEST�
IN� JOBSPECIlC� HUMAN� CAPITAL�� BUT� WHOSE� EFFORT��
for exogenous reasons, does not translate in 
SUFlCIENTLY� HIGH� PRODUCTIVITY� LEVELS� TO� MATCH�
the increased wage levels. Nor does statutory 
employment protection provide this commitment 
device, as the contract is temporary, and hence 
does not involve any cost of dismissal. It follows 
that the employer hiring with temporary contracts 
cannot deal with the moral hazard associated with 
investment in training when workers’ effort can 
be poorly monitored. Consequently, the choice 
OF� A� TEMPORARY� CONTRACT� TENDS� TO� INVOLVE� A� mAT�
WAGE� TENURE� PROlLE� �PROVIDED� THAT� THE� WORKER�S�
outside opportunity is constant over time), low 
human capital investments by workers, and 
lRING� WHENEVER� A� NEGATIVE� PRODUCTIVITY� SHOCK� IS�
experienced.

If instead the employer offers an open-ended 
contract, she can commit to a higher pay (hence a 
higher sanction for opportunistic behaviour) in the 
future and use statutory employment protection 
as a commitment device. In fact severance pay 
dents the gap between the higher wage paid to 
continuing workers and the outside opportunity, 
MAKING�IT�NOT�CONVENIENT�FOR�THE�EMPLOYER�TO�lRE�
‘unlucky’ investors under a relatively large set of 
circumstances. However, if the mandated severance 
IS�TOO�HIGH�OR�THE�JUDICIAL�SYSTEM�VERY�INEFlCIENT�IN�
discriminating between opportunistic workers and 
UNLUCKY�INVESTORS��THE�EMPLOYER�MAY�lND�IT�MORE�
convenient to go for the low-wage low-productivity 
combination offered by temporary jobs. 

Thus, depending on the design of severance and 
ON� THE� EFlCIENCY�OF� THE� JUDICIAL� SYSTEM�� THE�lRM�
may opt for either one contractual arrangement or 
the other.

Contractual dualism and the Great 
Recession

Asymmetric (two-tier) reforms of employment 
protection have made temporary contracts more 
appealing for employers increasing labour market 
segmentation between unstable jobs with poor 
working conditions, and stable jobs with better 
working conditions. 

An increasing body of empirical research suggests 
that the share of temporary jobs is higher in 
countries where protection of permanent jobs 
is more stringent. Kahn (2007), using 1994-98 
International Adult Literacy Survey micro data, 
investigates the impact of employment protection 
laws on the incidence of temporary employment 
by demographic group. His study covers Canada, 
Finland, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the 
UK, and the US – countries with widely differing 
levels of mandated employment protection. He 
lNDS�THAT�MORE�STRINGENT�EMPLOYMENT�PROTECTION�
for permanent jobs (as measured by the OECD) 
increases the relative incidence of temporary 
employment for less experienced and less skilled 
workers, and for young workers, native women, 
immigrant women, and those with low cognitive 
ability. This result is important, since temporary 
jobs tend to be lower paying, and offer less training, 
other things being equal, than permanent jobs; 
moreover, workers in temporary jobs express lower 
levels of job satisfaction than comparable workers 
in permanent jobs (Booth et al. 2002). Thus, policies 
that lead to a substitution of temporary jobs for 
permanent jobs may actually worsen the welfare 
of the average worker, especially in the event that 
this policy does not lead to lower unemployment.

The labour market segmentation induced by 
stringent regulation of permanent jobs improves 
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the security of permanent jobs, but does so at the 
expense of an increasing instability of temporary 
jobs. Therefore, the impact of protection of 
permanent jobs on overall job security is 
ambiguous. This property has been illustrated 
in search and matching models with temporary 
and permanent jobs (Blanchard and Landier 
2002, Cahuc and Postel-Vinay 2002, Cahuc and 
Carcillo 2006, Cahuc et al. 2015). Actually, more 
stringent regulation of permanent jobs can be 
associated with stronger feelings of job insecurity 
not only for temporary workers but also for 
permanent workers, as shown by Clark and Postel-
Vinay (2009). They construct indicators of the 
perception of job security for various types of jobs 
in 12 European countries using individual data 
from the European Community Household Panel. 
Then, they consider the relation between reported 
job security and OECD summary measures of 
employment protection legislation strictness on 
ONE� HAND�� AND� UNEMPLOYMENT� INSURANCE� BENElT�
GENEROSITY� ON� THE� OTHER�� 4HEY� lND� THAT�� AFTER�
controlling for selection into job types as well as 
the state of local labour markets, workers feel most 
secure in permanent public sector jobs, least secure 
in temporary jobs, with permanent private sector 
jobs occupying an intermediate position. They also 
lND�THAT�PERCEIVED�JOB�SECURITY�IN�BOTH�PERMANENT�
and temporary jobs is positively correlated with 
unemployment insurance generosity, while the 
relationship with employment regulation strictness 
is negative – workers feel less secure in countries 
where jobs are more protected! These correlations 
are absent for permanent public jobs, suggesting 
that such jobs are perceived to be, by and large, 
INSULATED� FROM�LABOUR�MARKET�mUCTUATIONS��7HILE�
care needs to be taken in establishing the causality 
of these correlations, this result suggests that job 
protection is not the best response to the problem 
of job insecurity.

4HE�EMPLOYMENT�UNEMPLOYMENT�RESPONSE�TO�THE�
Great Recession has been much different across 
European countries. Such differences can be 
traced to the size of the output shock in different 
countries. Another component can be traced to 
institutional factors. 

A very crude way to assess the importance of 
these two sets of factors is in terms of Okun’s law 
elasticities. Deviations from the overall Eurozone 
elasticity can be attributed to labour market 
institutions, while different country positioning 
along the same U-Y (unemployment-output) or 
E-Y (employment-output) elasticity can be related 
to the magnitude of the macro shock. Needless to 
say, part of the output fall can be itself attributed to 
labour market institutions (in their role as sources 
of shocks or in the transmission mechanism of 
shocks generated elsewhere), but, with a very few 
exceptions that we highlight below, during the 
Great Recession the effects on output of shocks 

generated in the labour market are relatively 
second order.

As suggested by Figure 2, countries with large 
contractual dualism display larger Okun’s law 
elasticities, that is, a stronger responsiveness of 
unemployment to output changes. The reason for 
this role of contractual dualism is that employers 
do not have to pay costs, even in terms of severance 
payments, to dismiss temporary workers as they 
can simply wait until contract termination and not 
renew their contract. Moreover, the very fact that 
all the adjustment is concentrated on temporary 
employment de facto insulates workers holding 
permanent contracts from the consequences of 
negative shocks. To the extent that large job losses 
among the temporary workers segment can be 
associated with wage rises among the permanent 
contracts. Something similar happened in the 
3PANISH�CONSTRUCTION�SECTOR�DURING�THE�lRST�PHASE�
of the Great Recession (2008-2010); while about 
one-third of jobs on contratos temporales were 
destroyed, workers holding permanent contracts 
continued to enjoy real wage increases. Needless 
to say, there is something fundamentally wrong in 
a labour market operating this way.

Figure 2. Unemployment responsiveness to output 
changes in countries with different degrees of 
dualism

The Italian Graded Security Contract
The Italian Graded Security Contract (“Contratto a 
Tutele Crescenti”) is effective since 7 March 2015. 
4HE�PREVIOUS�OPENENDED� CONTRACT� FOR�lRMS�WITH�
more than 15 employees involved the compulsory 
reinstatement of workers in the case of unfair 
dismissals. This reinstatement, although rarely 
enacted (about 3,000 cases in a typical year), was a 
strong deterrent to hiring in open-ended contracts 
as it made the costs of dismissals very high (up to 
36 months of pay) even for very short tenures. The 
reinstatement is a major deterrent also because 
there is a risk of a long trial and eventually a 
reinstatement, with the employer having also to 
pay back the worker during the trial period. 
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4HE�NEW�CONTRACT�HAS�BEEN� INTRODUCED�ON�A�mOW�
basis (limited to new hires), but will be the only 
type of open-ended contract allowed in Italy 
HENCEFORTH��)T�WILL�ALSO�INVOLVE�ALL�WORKERS�OF�lRMS�
growing above the 15-employees threshold.  

The new contract phases out the possibility of 
reinstatement for economic dismissals, and almost 
entirely for disciplinary reasons. Basically, the 
protection is offered only in terms of a mandatory 
severance pay in case of unfair dismissal increasing 
steadily (by two months per year with a low 
threshold of four months and a maximum of 24 
months) with tenure, as depicted in Figure 3. Fair 
economic dismissals (as well as fair disciplinary 
dismissals) continue to involve no transfer to the 
worker at all tenures, while an option has been 
introduced that allows the employer to offer an 
intermediate level of severance (one month per year 
of tenure, starting from a threshold of two months 
and a maximum of 18 months) together with the 
NOTIlCATION�OF�THE�DISMISSAL��)F�THE�WORKER�ACCEPTS�
the payment, then there is no possibility for the 
worker to sue the employer. This compensation 
is called ‘rupture conventionelle’ in Figure 3, as it 
mimics the French legislation in this respect.

Below the 15-employees threshold, compensation 
for dismissal amounts to one months’ salary 
per year of tenure for a minimum of two and a 
maximum of six months.

Figure 3. The Italian ‘Contratto a Tutele Crescenti’  
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